Solution Brief

Infrastructure Automation
Workshop
Automation is so much more than a buzzword. It creates the foundation for major efficiencies,
process improvements, and cost reductions — and a solid strategy and understanding of your
options is key to long-term success.

Your IT organization will benefit from infrastructure automation if
your team is:
• Focused on reducing operational complexity
• Accelerating delivery of key infrastructure
resources
• Looking to improve ability to failover/
failback during an outage event

• Challenged with safely delivering/managing
patches and updates to infrastructure
systems
• Seeking ways to better meet Service-Level
Agreements (SLAs) for delivery of
infrastructure resources

How we help
Insight’s Infrastructure Automation Workshop helps your organization identify potential use
cases for automation across your IT infrastructure. Guided by our team of automation experts,
you’ll form the foundation for a successful automation strategy while accelerating delivery of
infrastructure resources.

This half-day workshop includes discussion, breakout sessions,
and whiteboarding.
• Review current state and document
automation goals.
• Discuss design considerations and
automation limitations.
• Explore options for workflow automation
tool sets, cloud management platforms,
and DevOps tool sets.

• Evaluate current skill sets and expertise.
• Identify transformation strategies to
bridge the gap between infrastructure and
application teams.
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• Build the foundation of a successful CICD
pipeline practice.

You’ll walk away with an infrastructure automation strategy that aligns with your
transformational goals — and an understanding of design considerations and necessary steps
to ensure successful deployment.

A proven process for transformation
We enable your IT organization to meet the highest demands of your application workloads while
giving you the flexibility to expand or evolve your IT environment per the needs of your business.

Guiding you through the complete IT lifecycle
Modernization

Technology assessment

Maximize your modern data
center capabilities through
advanced integrations,
automation, and continuous
process improvements.

Assess your data center
infrastructure based on its ability
to meet current availability,
scalability, capacity, and
performance requirements.

Deployment
Plan and execute seamless and
cost-effective deployments of
new technologies and processes
while minimizing downtime.

Design
Define the solution(s) and
strategies that need to be
implemented in order to create
an IT environment that can
deliver for the business.
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